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JOHN ALFORD �EDEN HILL PRIMARY SCHOOL PRINCIPAL 
Statement by Member for Bassendean 

MR M.P. WHITELY (Bassendean) [12.56 pm]: There can be no greater compliment to a school and its 
principal than having parents desperate to get their kids into the school. That is exactly the case with Eden Hill 
Primary School. There are many fantastic teachers at Eden Hill, but so much of the credit must go to the 
leadership offered for 21 years by the principal John Alford. Sadly, John�s 40-year career as an educator is 
coming to an end on 4 July. He is a much decorated educator; three times awarded the Swan excellence in 
leadership prize and five times nominated for the principal of the year award. A far greater testament to his 
success is the spirit and success of Eden Hill. He is highly professional and positive and has created an 
environment in which staff and students want to do their best. He is a great fan of the KISS principle��Keep it 
simple, stupid.� Like all good principals, he has protected his teachers when he could from some of the excessive 
accountability requirements placed on primary school teachers. He has let good teachers get on with their real 
work of teaching kids. 

Eden Hill has had fantastic academic success, as shown by the remarkable results it has achieved in both the 
Western Australian Literacy and Numeracy Assessment and the National Assessment Program�s literacy and 
numeracy tests. It has had fantastic success in the arts, particularly with the school rock band, the Edens, and also 
in sport. So much of this is due to John Alford�s inspirational leadership. On behalf of the community of Eden 
Hill, thank you, Mr Alford. 

Sitting suspended from 12.57 to 2.00 pm 
 


